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Abstract. Network security simulation model for HITLS technology is estab-
lished, which aims to solve the problems in present network security simulation, 
that is, the network vulnerability and lack of network attack responses. This 
paper studies the implement methods of this model from the angle of basic 
structure, network security simulation frame and simulation controlling. The 
simulation environment based on network security simulation model for HITLS 
technology can provide fast and safe prototyping, demonstration, testing, and 
analysis, which evaluates the safety and performance of the equipment. By 
comparing the numbers of success for network communication before and after 
signaling and link attacking, the effectiveness of this method is verified. The 
model has broad application prospects.  
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1 Introduction1 

HITLS refers to the loop simulation, under the premises of meeting the conditions, which 
puts the object into the simulation system as much as possible and replaces the corre-
sponding mathematical model. So simulation system is closer to the actual situation, and 
the credibility of the simulation can be drawn. There are some key technologies which 
needed to be solved in network security simulation, such as difficulties in network secu-
rity model, lack of responses to the network attack in application and there is no uniform 
standard to evaluate the effect of such attacks on network security. Loop simulation 
system can have the actual hardware and software modules, so the loop simulation net-
work simulation is not only more accurate than a simple inspection of protocols and 
algorithms, but also requires fewer hardware and software resources than the actual 
number of experiments with more good experimental manipulation, which can achieve a 
repeatable experiment, and can achieve a larger-scale network security simulation [1]. 

2 Network Security Model 

2.1 Formal Description of Network Security Modeling Environment 

Firstly, abstracted from the static model of computer network [2], namely supposes R is 
first in the network router set, H is the main engine set, L is the point-to-point link  
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set, C is the sharing link set, then the whole network of routing topology is 

),,( ϕLRT = ，and the mapping  ϕ ： RRL ×→  said adjacency relations. If 

H and C  is not empty then there is a division of },,,{ 21 nHHH   and

},,,{ 21 nCCC  , so ],1[ ni∈∀ , Rr ∈∃ and ),,}({ iiii CHrN ϕ=  consti-

tutes a fully connected graph, including n  for LAN quantity. 
On the other hand, Data packet transmission based on the discrete dynamics of 

computer networks and discrete event systems (DEVS) match[3]. Thus, according to 
automata theory and discrete event systems, Network Modeling presented a general 
formal description of the environment. Modeling environment automaton M , namely 

a 7-tuple ),,,,,,( 0 FqVQ ΥΓΣ , where： 

① Q  representative state sets; 

② V  representative Area. in set; 
③ Σ  Representative external events set; 
④ Γ  Representative internal affair sets; 

⑤ Υ  Representative transfer function sets, and: 
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And in the formula, N expresses the real clock, Ψ  expressed that (event) the 

output function, 
1

C  and 
2

C  are the real-time constraints. 

⑥ Qq ∈0  for initial state; 

⑦ QF ∈  for termination state sets; 

Here, V of the element indicates the reception and processing of those events, so

CLHRV ⊆ , Σ is M  and external interaction packets sets. A list used to 

manage internal event to be processed, the table element Γ∈),,( tvλ  value that is 

characterized by λ  inside the event, will always be received and processed byv  at t
time. M , able to generate a variety of network models rely mainly on the rich be-
havior of the transfer function, where: 

),(),,,( 21 eqtvpq
ext

=δ , in state 1q  that receives the external event p  (Area. in

v , Time t ) will cause the state transition to 2q , and produce internal affaire . 
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),,(),,( 2111int
PEqteq =δ , in state 1q  that receives the internal affair e   

(Time t ) will cause the state transition to 2q , produce internal affair E and external 

events subset P . 

),,(),( 12112int
tEqeq =δ  , in state 1q  that receives the internal affair 1e  will 

cause the state transition to 2q , Time advance to t and a subset of internal events gen-

erated E . 

1c ： δ
δ trt <)( ，Which )(δrt return after the execution time valueδ  for the 

execution of ),,( δδδλ tv  after δ  list of minimum value of t  event. 

2c ： ),,()),,,(,( 211111int
PEqttvq =λδ  established, if and only if 

ε≤−≤ 10 tt , where t  is the current time, and ε  for the regulator. 

2.2 Network Security Model of Virtual Degrees Are Classified 

According to the description of modeling environment formalization , definition of 

models of virtual degrees division was further got. ),,,,,,( 0 FqVQM ΥΓΣ= [4]： 

① When LRV = and Φ≠Σ ，the resulting network model is semi-virtual. 
Model only subnet for virtual communication, the host is located external to interact 
with the data model. 
② When CLHRV = and Φ≠Σ ， the resulting network model is 

quasi-virtual. Events within the model were extended to receive and process all net-
work elements can be abstract, so the model must complete the network virtualization 
layers. 
③ When CLHRV ⊆ and Φ=Σ ，the resulting network model is all 

virtual.  

2.3 The Network Security Model and Scale Fidelity 

Modeling environment using the network model has generated the fidelity problem, 
that is, accuracy in expressing the real system model. Fidelity is a major measure for 
modeling, but because of the complexity and diversity of the real system, it is difficult 
to obtain the fidelity of the quantitative indicators, therefore it has to be measured from 
the model range, the details of the number, effectiveness and other a qualitative 
measure of respect. [5] 
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3 Based on HITLS Network Security Simulation Model 

The simulation model of network security based on HITLS mainly includes the fol-
lowing several systems: HITLS technology network security test simulation  
 
subsystem, credibility validation subsystem, subsystems of safety evaluation simula-
tion. The subsystems based on high level architecture[6], (HLA) were integrated to-
gether, convenient for users to use simulation control platform and the demo surveil-
lance system simulation real-time monitoring and results check. 

3.1 HITLS Network Security Simulation Model of Basic Structure 

Network security simulation [7] can be divided into the following steps: preparation, 
execution and analysis.  In the implementation process, monitor the whole process of 
simulation when making use of simulation and control platform, to ensure HITLS 
network simulation loop network data conversion completed in real time and interac-
tive, while the simulation process can be collected in the corresponding statistical data. 
In addition, in order to improve simulation credibility, a subsystem for verifying the 
credibility of a simulation should be established to inspect and verify the whole process 
of simulation. Diagram of network security simulation model based on HITLS as 
shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1. HITLS diagram of network security model simulation 

Network security simulation model based on simulation HITLS node will directly 
use the real network protocol stack TCP/IP protocol stack for the communication,  
the construction of the virtual node with a virtual network card, making the virtual  
node close to the real web presence. The virtual node network API calls directly 
through real TCP/IP network protocol stack to communicate with other nodes. The 
simulation environment management node is responsible only for construction of the 
link between the analog channels. And because of the direct use of real network pro-
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tocol stack, the simulation results are reliable and accurate. Network simulation model 
is shown in Fig.2. 

 
Fig. 2. Simulation model based on network security diagram HITLS 

3.2 HITLS Based Simulation Framework for Network Security 

Based on the above model of new network simulation, we join simulation of the net-
work environment and the real network environment due to the need for loop network 
simulation, Then we also need to provide a network emulation package intercepted, the 
implementation framework is shown in Fig.3 based on the design goals of gen-
eral-purpose database. Intermediate driver: operate in the system kernel, and provide 
the underlying system functions and the hardware abstraction layer functions for the 
network interface user-level programs, to achieve hardware independence. 

User-level library: operate in the user level, provide the main program with further 
abstract unified interface of the application program, call the intermediate driver to the 
next interface. Main documents: the application through the library calls interface 
applications that operate in the project that simulation platform. 

3.3 Based on Network Security Simulation Control of HITLS Technology 

Simulation control is in the process of simulation, and operation of various simulation 
resources coordination and scheduling in general, including initialization, start, pause, 
resume, synchronization, stop, cancel, monitoring. In the OPNET simulation primarily 
through external control technology to achieve an external program of ESA OPNET 
simulation process control, ESA API is a set of OPNET provides external program 
interface functions, including simulation of process control, interface to access, input 
and output, blending the four function sets. Among them, the simulation process con-
trol functions are used to set an OPNET simulation and control events to advance and 
keep OPNET simulation clock. The interfaces to the main function is to provide ex-
ternal nodes and internal between the nodes for communication interface. Input/Output 
function will be responsible for the OPNET simulation data read or write. ODB pro-
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vides the use of mixed-function to debug and observe the distribution of memory cells 
in memory and interaction. 

 
(a) HITLS simulation model of network security framework 

 
(b) File system simulation model of network security map 

Fig. 3. Simulation Model Based on HITLS network security implementation framework 

4 Based on Applications of HITLS Network Security Simulation Model 

4.1 Simulation of Network Security Equipment 

Simulation environment is established according to the network simulation model 
based on HITLS, provides fast prototyping, demonstration, testing and analysis. Spe-
cifically, establish the safety model and environment model under the premise of 
studying the basic functions and implementation principles of the safety equipment,  
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according to the design methodology and technical documents, and then design a 
variety of simulation experiments on the important security features and performance 
indicator simulation, and thus evaluate the safety and performance of the equipment. 

4.2 Simulation of Network Attacks 

Network attack simulation needs to establish the corresponding mathematical model or 
simulator using real network attacks, as many of the integration of existing instances of 
attacks and attack, for example, DOS attacks, worm propagation, DDOS [8] attacks, 
spoofing attacks, and then use these attacks against the system model or a variety of 
simulation experiments to study and verify the network parameters, the attacker when 
the attack effect parameters changes. 

4.3 Simulation of Attack Effects 

Target network and its traffic model for voice transmission to a public telephone net-
work and its traffic model, attack models, including model and link signaling device 
attacks against equipment model, simulate, respectively, blocking malicious interfer-
ence call and two e-attacks. Attack and attack the signaling link to the target network 
device model, the simulation run the entire network. 

The simulation network operations, network operations in the process of collecting 
data such as throughput, delay and connection rate and so on. The connection rate, for 
example, attacks by adding, respectively, before and after the completion rate is shown 
in Fig.4 and Fig.5, by comparison, to analyze the attack effect. From the simulation 
results we have the following conclusions:  

 

(1) Through the link to block interference, it can affect the data transmission route, 
add a link load, and interfere with the normal user's connection rate. 

(2) By signaling attacks, for example, prevalent malicious network call information 
can be gathered to increase the network load, the user's information through the inter-
ference with the normal rate, in turn, can interfere with the normal operation of com-
munication networks. 

(3) Link blocking attack is to block a link, so that communication data transmitted by 
other routes, increasing the burden on other links. Signaling is active against a large 
amount of malicious traffic information transmitted through the network, increasing the 
burden of communication networks.  

(4) Evaluation by means of attack, attack on the network effect was measured, and 
the link attacks and the effect of signaling the value of attack, the results are shown in 
Tab.1, table m that network communication distance.The average effect of two attacks 
were 3.27 and 1.68. Evaluation criteria for the attacker are able to give the following 
conclusions: the attack of two attack effect "significant"; signaling attack effect is 
slightly better than the link attack effect. 
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The simulation model of network security based on HITLS is established, which 
expounds on the system structure, the basic framework and the control of the network 
security simulation model. 

The application of simulation model for network security based on HITLS is dis-
cussed, which studies the numbers of success of network traffic before and after sig-
naling and link, and verifies the validity of the method. The model has broad applica-
tion prospects. 
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